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Abstract: In this work a question of application of the neutron component absorption effect to the 
practical task on the snow cover thickness estimation is considered. It is discussed the influence of the 
primary CR variations, changes of atmospheric pressure and humidity concentration in the lay surface 
on the accuracy of the results obtained. Continue observations of a snow covering during several sea-
sons have demonstrated an efficiency of this method even for a snow thickness of some meters. The 
accuracy of snow cover evaluation doesn’t exceed several percentages by daily mean data. 

Introduction 

The exact information about the thickness of 
snow cover and, finally, about the store of fresh 
water in the mountains is useful and important by 
many reasons. It is important for the study of total 
store of fresh water, for the control of water stores 
on hydro technical constructions, and for a con-
tinue forecasting of the spring flood. Non de-
stroyed methods of the snow cover definition are 
based on absorption of some kind of radiation. In 
principle three types of high level radiation: 
gamma-radiation (up to several dm of water 
equivalent), neutrons (some meters of water 
equivalent) and muons (up to several tens m of w. 
e.). 
The estimation of snow cover thickness may be 
simply made by a method of absorption of artifi-
cial radiation (for example, neutron or gamma 
radiation), which exceeds natural background in 
many times. However, by ecological reasons, 
such a problem has to be solved using only natu-
ral radiation background. Herewith, except of 
significantly worse statistics, a set of additional 
technique and methodical difficulties arose, for 
example, necessity to carry out precise measure-
ments of the pressure, to correct current monitor-

ing data for the primary CR variations. In princi-
ple, all these difficulties may be avoided if to use 
in each point not one but two detectors: above 
and under the snow sheet, and then, to work with 
a ratio of their counting rates. But even in this 
approach the problem is not solved completely 
since these two detectors have different coupling 
functions:  (above) and ),( 0hRW cR

),( 0 XhRW cR + (under snow cover of X thick-
ness).  
In this work we leaned on the data from the 
French net of hydro meteorological stations [1] 
which by some reasons had only one common 
neutron detector under the snow. In this case we 
should corrected data for atmospheric pressure 
and for the primary CR variations- the last proce-
dure is in all respects complicated and laborious. 
It is clear that to exclude completely primary CR 
variations from observable data is complicated 
enough. Roughly it may be done by the data from 
one station if to select high frequency variations 
with a period of less that one day and low fre-
quency waves which content 27-day, solar diurnal 
variations and quasi periodical variations like 
Forbush effects. From high frequency variations it 
is possible to select the first harmonic of the ex-
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pansion as daily variation. For more correct ex-
cluding of the primary variations it is necessary to 
incorporate data from world wide neutron moni-
tor network and to derive cosmic ray density and 
three components of cosmic ray anisotropy be-
yond the magnetosphere. Detailed description of 
a correction for the primary variations may be 
found in [2] or in publication by the address  
http://cr20.izmiran.ru/AnisotropyCR/index.php

Method of the snow thickness definition 

On the early steps in 70-s such measurements 
were based on the use of artificial and nature 
sources of gamma radiation [3-4]. However, the 
use of neutron radiation turned out to be the most 
perspective [5]. It is caused by the following: 1) 
neutron component has absorption mean free path 
approximately in order larger than that for gamma 
radiation. Thus, with neutrons we can work on the  

 

Figure 1: Curves of absorption of neutrons and 
gamma radiation: D for a detector located under 
snow and I located inside of snow. Experimental 
points show an absorption in snow at sea level 
(Arai и Pool) and in the mountain (Okutadami). 
Red curve shows an absorption of gamma. Data 
are adopted from [6]. 

thickness of several meters of w.e.; 2) since the 
neutrons may be considered as incident parallel 
beam then the problem of dissipation is absent; 3) 
High stability and long time service of the neu-
tron BF3 or He3 counters and correspondingly less 
hard conditions for exploitation.  

In [6] a question of utilizing the absorption effect 
of neutron component was considered as applica-
tion to the estimation of the snow cover thickness. 
An experimental absorption curves were investi-
gated in the cases when detector was placed under 
snow layer and inside of snow, as it is shown in 
Figure 1. There is also a curve of absorption for 
gamma radiation from the source 60Co is pre-
sented (red line). The neutron absorption in water 
was studied also by means BF3 detector in poly-
ethylene moderator of 25.4 mm thickness. As it 
was found, so-called boundary effect (air-snow-
ground) influences the character of neutron ab-
sorption in the snow. Curve D is presented for the 
case when detector is placed under absorber, and 
in this case detector is between layers of snow 
and soil. Fast intensity decrease at the small 
depths is related to the boundary effect of air-
ground for the neutrons of moderate energies. 
This character did not change if surround detector 
by Ca layer, but it is changing if the neutrons of 
higher energy are recorded. Curve I is obtained 
when detector submerge in water, to avoid an 
influence of laying surface. When the wet soil 
appears in case D, then, if the curves are normal-
ized to zero level the absorption curve is going 
between D and I.  
Both curves D and I are the combined result of 
observations on different altitudes within the 
interval sea level-mountains. Since the neutrons 
of intermediate energies are in the balance in the 
low atmosphere then the energetic spectra are 
similar by the shape and inverse proportional to 
the neutron energy. It is reasonable to suppose 
that absorption curves normalized to the zero 
level are close to each other by the shape on dif-
ferent altitudes.  
We performed data approximation as it was done 
in [6], as a sum of two exponents with different 
indicesβ : fast and slow decreasing neutron fluxes 
just for the curves D and I: 

)00579.0exp(6025.0)139.0exp(3975.0 XXND ⋅−⋅+⋅−⋅=
)00693.0exp(60.0)139.0exp(40.0 XXN I ⋅−⋅+⋅−⋅=

In Fig.1 the low and fast затухающий fluxes are 
also plotted. One can see that coefficient of the 
neutron absorption at the depths 30sm is less in 
order than that for gamma radiation (6.73 

). It means that for monitoring of snow 
thickness more than 1m it is necessary to use 
absorption of neutron component. 
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The sources of errors in the estimation of 
snow thickness 

The requested accuracy of the snow thickness 
definition is about some percentages. How to 
provide it? There are some possible sources of 
errors: 1) statistical accuracy of the counting rate 
of detectors; 2) error because of mistakes in cor-
rection for atmospheric pressure; 3) error caused  
by not right correction for variations of non at-
mospheric origin; 4) difficult accounting of the 
effect from lay surface. Let us consider each of 
them.  
1) Statistical accuracy of detector hourly counting 
rate is equal 4% for sea level and ~2% for moun-
tain station.  
2) The error for atmospheric pressure correction 
is rather small and is defined mainly by the pre-
cise of pressure measurements which should be 
not worse than 0.1-0.3 mb. This error may reach 
some tents of percentage.  
3) Primary variations may change catastrophi-
cally the result of snow thickness estimation. For 
example, Forbush decrease in October 2003 
reached about 25%, recovering lasted about one 
month. Forbush decreases of the less amplitude 
(6-8%) may occur several times per year. On the 
background of snow thickness of 500 mm w.e. a 
decrease of NM counting rate on 18% may be 

interpreted as additional absorber of 270 mm w.e. 
thickness that leads to the error of 54%. A mistake 
in correction for variations of non atmospheric 
origin may give several percentages. This follows 
from the accuracy of the obtaining of CR parame-
ters by GSM method from NM Network data.  

Figure 2: Experimental and expected variations on hydrometeorological station Izoard. 
 

 
Figure 3: Time variations of the snow thickness on hydrometeorological station Izoard. 

4) Effect of humidity of the lay surface may reach 
of 10%. This question takes an additional study. 
Neutron monitor counting rate is formed by a 
directional diagram of detector. Neutrons from 
“side” directions are mainly generated in the lay 
surface. And humidity store in this surface leads 
to the flux weakness by the same way as the snow 
layer above a detector.  

Estimation of snow thickness by the neu-
tron scan by the data from hydrometeo-
rological station Izoard 

Each of 38 mentioned in Paquet and Laval 
(Paquet E., Laval M., 2006) hydrometeorological 
stations has a neutron monitor. Detector consists 
of one helium counter 65NH45, surrounded by 
“side” polystyrene of 12 cm thickness and upper 
and low polystyrene of 7 cm. Counter size is 
Ø25×450mm, inside pressure of He3 4 bar = 
3000mmHg, 65  sensi-
tivity. In Figure 2 the measured counting rate 

121 / −−− ⋅⋅⋅ scmnscount
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(blue curve), corrected for primary CR variations 
counting rate (black one), and expected primary 
variations (red curve) are presented for the station 
Izoard (France, 44.82°N, 6.73°E, 2280 m, Po=774 
mb, mean counting rate 50 imp./min).  
Under correction for primary CR variations the 
role of primary variations is overestimated a little. 
It is related to at least two reasons. Firstly, the 
expected variations are obtained for a standard 
supermonitor NM64, but not for without lead NM 
of the net of meteorological stations. For such a 
design of NM the corresponding calculations or 
latitudinal measurements are necessary. Secon-
dary, coupling functions have to be used not for 
the level H0, but for the H0+X, where X is un-
known thickness of snow (in g/cm2) above the 
NM since these functions depend on the amount 
of substation above a detector. After such a cor-
rection counting rate may be used for definition of 
snow thickness.  
Count rate variations relatively to basic period 
2003-10-02 / 2003-10-04 (in Figure 2 it is marked 
by horizontal segment) was recalculated into the 
snow thickness using the absorption curve D 
(from Figure 1). Time changes of the snow pa-
rameters in the units of water equivalent (w.e.) are 
presented in Figure 3 for station Izoard. There are 
snow thickness derived from uncorrected and 
corrected for primary CR variation data (blue and 
black curves correspondingly). The red curve 
indicates a possible error if not to correct data for 
the primary variations. In this case an error may 
get several tens percentages during several weeks.  

Conclusions 

If to plan an elaboration of system for remote and 
automated evaluation of the snow thickness then 
the best one will be a system of two detectors: 
above and below the snow cover. Such a system 
will allow the obtaining more correct results since 
in this case the necessity to introduce different 
kind of correction falls away. Of course, such a 
system should be constructed on the basis of 
neutron detectors since this allow the evaluation 
of snow thickness within necessary range.  
However, if proceed from already operating sys-
tem consisted of one detector, in this case a de-
veloped method allows us to obtain result fitted  
practical request by accuracy. Data of measure-
ments in such a design take the introducing of 

complicated corrections with incorporation of 
large volume of data. The last circumstance 
makes lower the system stability. An accuracy 
which possible to be obtained in this approach is 
not worse than 5%./  
The experimental data from French network of 
hydrometeorological stations showed sufficient 
stability despite of very hard conditions for oper-
ating system in autonomic regime in the high 
mountains. 
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